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Universal End Cover Removal Procedures
I/S, 300, 350HF, and CrystalPress

Kit # 1106618-90 and 1106619-90,  Procedure # 111437 Rev 2

Step 5: Remove the rear screw for the right cover 
(arrow).

Step 4: Remove the front screw for the left cover 
(arrow).

Step 6: Remove the rear screw for the left cover 
(arrow) and then remove the left cover.

Step 8: Example machine with both covers removed. 
Sometimes the old standoffs separate from the covers. 
Remove them from the end plate if this happens.

Step 3: Remove the front screw for the right cover 
(arrow).

Tools required: Phillips screwdriver.

Step 7: Roll the machine backward or hang the cover 
over the edge of a table to remove the bottom screw 
from the right cover (arrow). Stand machine on its 
feet then hinge the right cover forward slightly and 
slide off to remove.

Step 1: Shows the right side cover. A total of 3 
screws to be removed.

Step 2: Shows the left side cover. A total of 2 screws 
to be removed.
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Step 13: Reverse the removal steps above to replace 
the cover. Only snug the end plate screws to avoid 
damaging the threaded inserts in the end cover.     
...FINISHED

Step 9: Find the brass colored threaded studs on the 
inside of the end cover. There are two of them.

Step 10: [300/350HF ONLY]  Place two washers 
from the kit over BOTH threaded studs. These are NOT 
needed for I/S cutters or CrystalPress machines.

Step 11: Apply a small drop of the included Loctite on 
the threads of BOTH studs. NOTE: washers not shown 
for 300/350HF.

Step 12: Twist BOTH of the included standoffs onto 
the threads. Only hand tighten until snug with no more 
than 8 inch-lbs torque. The plastic below the standoff 
should NOT deform or change color. 
LEFT: I/S 60 and CrystalPress. RIGHT: 300/350HF


